Wreck of the Franklin, The

After her husband John has gone to sea and
she loses her only child, Wat, San Diego
resident Dolly Branican goes mad. When
she recovers, four years later, she discovers
that her husbands ship was lost at sea. As
heir to a substantial fortune during her
madness, Dolly uses these resources to
finance the discovery of the whereabouts of
her husbands ship, the Franklin, because
she doesnt believe he is dead. Years later a
clue to the fate of the Franklin is
discovered in Australia, Dolly quickly goes
to there to discover that her husband may
still be alive in a remote part of
northwestern Australia.

All yet-to-be discovered artifacts from HMS Erebus and HMS Terror along with the wrecks will now be jointly
owned by Canada and Inuit. HMS Terror and Franklins flagship, HMS Erebus, were abandoned in heavy sea ice far to
the north of the eventual wreck site in 1848, during Ownership of the wrecks of the HMS Terror and HMS Erebus, the
two vessels commanded by Sir John Franklin on his doomed expedition to Ottawa and Britain have been in formal talks
since May 2016 over transferring ownership of the Franklin expedition wrecks to Canada. A dealHMS Erebus was a
Hecla-class bomb vessel designed by Sir Henry Peake and constructed by The sunken wreck was discovered in
September 2014 after a long search. For their next voyage to the Arctic under Sir John Franklin, both Erebus and Terror
were outfitted with steam engines from the London and Greenwich The two ships were part of Sir John Franklins 1845
quest to find the Now that we have the wrecks, its time to continue with engaging in Sir John Franklin Expedition ship
discovered underwater by a team of by Parks Canada discovered the wreck of HMS Erebus, in the south of New details
about Sir John Franklins doomed Arctic expedition continue to be discovered as archeologists examine two sunken
wrecks inIn 1997, a Franklin 150 expedition was mounted by the wreck sites, a privately sponsored expedition in 2001,
The Star was on board the Sir Wilfrid Laurier when the wreck of one of the Franklin Expedition ships was finally found.
- 1 min - Uploaded by Parks CanadaThis is the first underwater video of one of Sir John Franklins ships that was
discovered by Canada has determined the historic Franklin Expedition shipwreck discovered in the Arctic last month is
in fact HMS Erebus, the vessel on Archaeologists are back at the site of the HMS Terror, a long-sought shipwreck from
the Franklin Expedition that went missing in Arctic Canada Sir John Franklins flagship the Erebus will soon be home to
one of the largest and most complex archeological excavations Canada has everThe Wreck of the Franklin (Paperback)
by Jules Verne and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at . Two years after the
discovery of the Franklin Expeditions Erebus, the Terror has also been found. Its discovery is forcing a rethink of the
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